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McDougall Energy Inc. is a privately-owned, third-         
generation Canadian family business serving house-
holds, businesses, motorists, and wholesale energy 

customers since 1949. The company is a trusted distributor and 
marketer of propane, fuel products, and lubricants. McDougall 
Energy offers its products and services across the country with 
local offices and teams throughout Ontario and Western Canada. 
The company owns a network of Esso and Shell branded retail 
stations and its own proprietary Pump retail brand. McDougall 
Energy Inc. is proud to be a Platinum Club member of Canada’s 
Best Managed Companies, having consecutively retained its   
Best Managed designation since 2011. 

 
McDougall Energy has a wide range of branded gas 
programs. What is the advantage of this and what 
are the differences?  

 
What sets McDougall Energy apart from others in the industry 

is our ability to offer multiple branded fuel options to our retailer 
partners. Our offerings include major brands such as Esso, Mobil, 
Shell, and our proprietary brand, Pump. This approach allows us 
to work closely with retailers to help them choose the most 
effective brand for their specific location and demographic. This 
is a distinct advantage over other fuel suppliers, which are limited 
to offering a single major brand or a regional/minor brand alter-
native. When working with independent dealers, we collaborate 
to determine the brand that will maximize their site’s business 
results, taking into account the competitive market environment 
they operate within. Additionally, we help our dealers select a 
brand that produces quality fuel and offers supporting programs 
that benefit customers. These programs may include enticing 
and popular loyalty programs, valuable fleet card offers, mobile 
apps that provide a secure and convenient way to pay at the 
pump, and exclusive in-app rewards for customers.  

 
Does this make McDougall a “one-stop shop” for 
gas retailers? How do retailers decide?  

In many aspects, yes. At McDougall Energy, we leverage our 
extensive relationships in the fuels industry to provide our            
customers with unparalleled benefits. Our territory managers are 
experts in the field, dedicated to supporting retailers’ business 
growth. We offer connections to top recognized convenience 
stores (Circle K), merchandise, and quick serve restaurant (QSR) 
opportunities, as well as internal facilities support and health 
and safety standards. Our team provides credible guidance on 

retail site construction and site image enhancement projects. 
Above all, we have access to the best fuel distribution network 
in Ontario and world-class industry knowledge and best         
practices through our long-standing relationships with major 
brands (Shell, Imperial Oil). Our comprehensive offer is 
unmatched, making it difficult for retailers to find a more         
competitive program than what McDougall Energy provides.  

 
What customized solutions/value does McDougall 
Energy provide to unbranded retailers?  

 
We have an extensive delivery network throughout Ontario 

that serves unbranded retailers with a quick and cost-efficient 
way to get the products they need. With our expanding fleet of 
delivery trucks and various distribution facilities, we can ensure 
reliable fuel delivery to our dealers. Our unbranded retailers not 
only receive top-quality fuel but also benefit from the dedicated 
support of our trusted and experienced territory managers. 
Additionally, we offer 24/7 access to myAccount, allowing         
customers to conveniently manage their accounts online from 
anywhere at any time. Question 4: What circumstances would 
cause a retailer to consider switching brands? There are a variety 
of reasons a customer may consider switching brands. Other 
brands may provide less comprehensive programs in terms of 
loyalty, convenience store options, or fuel types. If a retailer is taking 
over a site or looking to refresh its image, they may consider 
other brands. Issues with inconsistent or unreliable delivery can 
also be a major factor in seeking out other partnerships, especially 
if compounded with a lack of dedicated support from their         
supplier. Whether a customer is planning to break ground on a new 
location, redevelop an existing site or simply looking to switch 
fuel suppliers, McDougall Energy is invested in our customers’ 
success and provides expert guidance and support when it 
comes to brand options within the retail fuels industry. � 
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Traffic flow. While there are normally signs or lights 
instructing a driver when to enter a car wash bay, inatten-
tive drivers may miss these signals and drive in at the 
wrong time. Doors that open and close between cycles 
make it obvious when to enter the bay. 

Wind tunnel effect. Car washes can often become wind 
tunnels, and when there’s too much wind, chemical can 
spray anywhere, thus affecting your wash quality. 

Water runoff. In addition to keeping chemicals from 
spraying wildly, car wash doors can keep wind from        
pushing water runoff outside the bay and keep it flowing 
into the drains, as it should. 

Any car wash owner can testify to how harsh and aggressive 
the car wash environment can be on equipment. Corrosion-
resistant door hardware is the best choice when it comes to car 
wash door longevity. Even so, when choosing the right door 
with the right hardware, owners should take into consideration 
the type of application that the wash is running. 

 
A few key questions to ask when considering  
a door package are: 
•  Is additional site security needed? 
•  Are vehicle impacts to the doors a concern? 
•  Is speed a main factor in the operation  
   of the wash’s doors? 

 
Polycarbonate doors are a lightweight option that will 

be a solid choice if an operator needs security in a facility. 
Doors with anodized aluminum rails and five-wall polycar-

bonate sections can withstand 200 times the impact of glass. 
A large variety of hardware options are available on this door 
type, going from galvanized to plastic to stainless steel. 

Vinyl roll-up doors offer little security, but they are a 
great choice when vehicle collisions are a concern. Vinyl 
options typically operate at speeds faster than overhead 
doors and have the breakaway ability on impact, which 
have made them popular for many applications. �
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